Assalamulaykum WW/Peace be upon you all,
Pray you are all well.
Following from recent events, the pandemic & all those who are suffering or have lost their lives, I have been
doing a lot of thinking about how short life really is and what is really our true purpose. Therefore, I had an
idea to do a weekly fundraiser, every Jumma, where we individually donate a little amount, could be £1 or
more, but collectively we can raise hundreds & raise towards a different project every week.
The projects will be announced on the day of each fundraiser & will start each Thursday after Magrib till
Magrib the following day. The projects will cover a wide range of aid, which could be, water sanitisation,
empowerment projects, food aid or even aid towards orphans to put a smile on their face.
This will enable us to remember to take out our weekly or daily charity. To help us remember the less
fortunate & how blessed we really are & on top of all, be a means for us to accrue rewards in the hereafter.
Feedback will be provided via social media & every week, details of each individual projects will be posted
upon announcement of the weekly project.
May Allah SWT grant us the ability to take part, make it easy for us and most importantly, accept. Ameen
Jazaka’Allah Khair
Mohammed Congress | Benefit Mankind

Weekly Projects Timeline
APPEAL DATE
FEEDBACK DATE
17/12/2020 MAGRIB
25/12/2020
25/12/2020 MAGRIB
01/01/2021
01/01/2021 MAGRIB
08/01/2021
08/01/2021 MAGRIB
15/01/2021
15/01/2021 MAGRIB
22/01/2021
22/01/2021 MAGRIB
29/01/2021
29/01/2021 MAGRIB
05/02/2021
05/02/2021 MAGRIB
12/02/2021
12/02/2021 MAGRIB
19/02/2021
19/02/2021 MAGRIB
26/02/2021
26/02/2021 MAGRIB
05/03/2021
05/03/2021 MAGRIB
12/03/2021
12/03/2021 MAGRIB
19/03/2021
19/03/2021 MAGRIB
26/03/2021
*Water Feedbacks may take slightly longer.
www.benefitmankind.co.uk/congy

PROJECT
Indonesia Orphan Gifts - £10 a child
Sri Lanka Covid Food Support
Gaza Palestine Orphan Gifts - £10 a child
Pakistan Food Aid
Lebanon Orphan Gifts - £10 a child
Yemen water tanker – 30,000 litres *
Sri Lanka Water Hand Pump - £130 *
Indonesia Medical Support
Palestine Food Aid
Sri Lanka Orphan Gifts - £10 a child
Indonesia Empower – Open a Shop
Pakistan Water Hand Pump - £150 *
Palestine water tanks - £45 for 2000 litres *
Malawi food support

